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A golden age: Sustainable economies need batteries and lots of them

As global warming continues to have a dramatic impact on 
the world’s climate, the imperative for decarbonization is 
accelerating
• Battery energy storage is a pillar in the move to electrification. 

We are seeing soaring demand; a golden age for batteries
• From clean energy storage to hybrid and electric vehicles, 

demand for high-performing and sustainable batteries is driving 
research and development across the globe

• End-users across the automotive, energy storage, industrial 
and motive power sectors want greater performance.

• To deliver on the sustainable targets set by governments 
across the globe, high-performing, innovative, next-generation 
batteries will be needed

• The Consortium for Battery Innovation is ensuring advanced 
lead batteries continue on their innovation journey…
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Map of Members and Partners
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Overview & Introduction

CBI Roadmap

European Union Goals

High Level 
Ambitions

Innovation
Areas

Fundamentals 
& Targets

Our Roadmap:
• Applications
• Targets 
• KPIs
• Research
• Future innovation

A

Key European Goals:
• Key targets
• Overlap with Pb batteries 
• Need for immediate action

B

Summary:
• Funding / R&I 

Landscape
• “Horizon 3”
• Importance of 

Pb batteries

C
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Future innovation in advanced lead battery technology

CBI Roadmap

European Union Goals

High Level 
Ambitions

Innovation
Areas

Fundamentals 
& Targets

Our Roadmap:
• Applications
• Targets 
• KPIs
• Research
• Future innovation

A

Key European Goals:
• Key targets
• Overlap with Pb batteries 
• Need for immediate action

B

Summary:
• Funding R&I
• Landscape
• “Horizon 3”
• Importance of 

Pb batteries

C
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Visit our website and download the 2021 CBI Technical Roadmap
A
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CBI Roadmap: Specific goals & KPIs to grasp opportunities in key markets

A

“This is the golden age for lead battery 
technologies. CBI’s Technical Roadmap is 

setting out the research pathways, guided by 
market assessment for the upcoming decade”
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Future innovation in advanced lead battery technology

CBI Roadmap

European Union Goals

High Level 
Ambitions

Innovation
Areas

Fundamentals 
& Targets

Our Roadmap:
• Applications
• Targets 
• KPIs
• Research
• Future innovation

Key European Goals:
• Key targets
• Overlap with Pb batteries 
• Need for immediate action Summary:

• Funding R&I
• Landscape
• “Horizon 3”
• Importance of 

Pb batteries

C

B

B
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We must act immediately if ambitious targets for climate action and 
circularity are to be met…. Pb-batteries are a near-off-the-shelf option

B
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Clear synergies between EU targets and Pb-battery R&I

EU Targets

Requirements to meet targets

How lead batteries industry can help fulfil 
these requirements:

- Mature industry; Speedy rollout
- Safe, circular, low cost
- Critical applications & functions
- Commercialisation of new tech

R&I to improve Pb batteries

A1 Hybrid, electric, and fuel-cell vehicles (xEVs) Mainstream ABF

A2 Vehicle charging (buffers) Mainstream ABF

A3 Telecommunications backup Mainstream ABFH

A4 Grid & microgrid storage (incl renewables) Mainstream ABDEGH

A5 Low-voltage traction applications Mainstream BE

Available

First Generation 
Available

Available
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Aux batteries available

First Generation 
Available

Ultimate Target
("Horizon 3") Enables

A Climate action (Rapid reduction in GHG emissions) Carbon negative

B Circularity 100% circular

C Eliminating pollution Zero

D Buildings & renovations 100%

E Clean energy 100%

F Sustainable mobility 100%

G Sustainable industry 100%

H Prevent unfair competition from climate leakage 100%

Today
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Reduced by ~25% vs. 
1990 (2018-2020)

75% of buildings are 
energy inefficient

Around 20% 
renewables

Linear economy 
dominates

Mobility accounts for 
25% of emissions

Industry accounts for 
20% or GHGs

ETS established

An issue for health & 
biodiversity loss
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Making a difference: In addition to the projects we will discuss later….

About the project

• Systems Sunlight SA deployed energy infrastructure through Sierra Leone’s 
Rural Renewable Energy Project, in a project with UNOPS and UK FCDO

• First phase installed solar power mini-grids at 54 community health centres; 
Second phase provides electricity to houses, schools, business in 50 rural villages

• Over 2200 Sunlight OPzV cells connected to a hybrid system of 90 mini grids

Applications and advantages

• Enables sustainable electrification of 50 rural communities, improving essential 
services for 364,000 people, enabling Ebola recovery efforts

• Sunlight’s batteries suited to renewable energy due to long, reliable power cycles

• It is a sustainable, circular, cost-effective solution; Fully recyclable at end-of-life.

Overlap with European Green Deal objectives
Climate action (Rapid 

reduction in GHG 
emissions)

Circularity Eliminating pollution Buildings & renovations Clean energy Sustainable mobility Sustainable industry Prevent unfair competition 
from climate leakage

YES YES YES YES YES POSSIBLY YES YES
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Future innovation in advanced lead battery technology

CBI Roadmap

European Union Goals

High Level 
Ambitions

Innovation
Areas

Fundamentals 
& Targets

Our Roadmap:
• Applications
• Targets 
• KPIs
• Research
• Future innovation

Key European Goals:
• Key targets
• Overlap with Pb batteries 
• Need for immediate action Summary:

• Funding R&I
• Landscape
• “Horizon 3”
• Importance of 

Pb batteries

B

C

B
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Lead battery projects to enable a sustainable future

• CBI reviewed extensive European-funding and 
project landscape

• Determined 7 opportunity areas where lead 
batteries can make a real difference

• These areas align with the new CBI roadmap

• Project proposals will be developed for these 
calls in following areas: 

• Energy storage systems
• Low-voltage EV batteries
• EV charging batteries

• We are looking for industry & academic partners

• Contact Carl Telford to get involved

CBI Roadmap

European Union Goals
• Net Zero 
• Circularity

“Horizon 3”
(tbc)

High Level 
Ambitions

Innovation

Novel Products
• ESS-specific batteries
• Dual-chemistry storage
• Novel Pb batteries

Fundamentals

Clear KPIs for
• Automotive 
• ESS
• UPS & Telecom
• Motive Power

“Maximizing Recycled Content”

“Towards Net Zero Storage”

Collaborative 
Programs & 
R&I Funding
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Conclusion: Lead batteries are key to a sustainable energy future

CBI Roadmap
European Union Goals

Innovation
Areas

Auto
• Improved 12V SLI
• Low-voltage xEV
• Circularity & GHG

Fundamentals 
& Targets

ESS
• Cost KPI
• Service life KPI
• Efficiency KPI
• Novel battery R&D

Collaborative 
Programs 

& 
R&I Funding

12V Auto
• DCA KPI
• Durability KPI
• (Ford) Run-in KPI
• Novel battery R&D

Telecom & UPS
• Cycle life KPI
• Calendar life KPI
• Cost KPI
• Novel battery R&D

Motive Power
• Maintenance fr. KPI
• Cycle life KPI
• Energy density KPI
• Novel battery R&D

ESS
• Hybrid/dual battery
• Productization
• Circularity & GHG

Telecom & UPS
• Hybrid/dual battery
• Digital security
• Circularity & GHG

Motive Power
• Maintenance free
• Opportunity charging
• Digital innovation

C

• Climate action
• Circularity
• Sustainable industry

• Buildings & Renovations
• Clean energy
• Sustainable mobility

• Prevent unfair 
competition due to 
climate leakage

• Eliminating pollution
• Global R&I leadership
• Digital & AI/ML

Future R&I
“Maximizing recycling content”

“Towards Net Zero energy storage”
Horizon Three activities (TBC) 



Thank you!
www.batteryinnovation.org
Follow us:
Twitter @CBIBatteries
LinkedIN @ConsortiumforBatteryInnovation
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